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Climb aboard your vehicle and become the master of the track! Choose your car and customize it! Versus AI or your
friends! Play on the controller or keyboard!

In Voxel Race you will have the choice between two game modes: Free mode where you can explore the city at your leisure and
race mode where your goal is to make the best time against the clock!

 Features:

■ Nice cubic decorations!
■ Race against the clock!
■ A great map explorable!
■ Partial joystick support!
■ Customization system!

■ Day / night system!
■ Good music!
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Title: Voxel Race
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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I rarely play twin stick shooters, but the roguelite aspect of this game and the awesome modular weapon system is what drew me
to it. The ability to create something completely crazy and then kill hordes of aliens is something which reminds me of some old
space-shooters. This weapon system also allows me (together with choosing the ship and the pilot) to play with radically
different strategies and approaches so it's never dull. One time I'm a fast and sleek ship which pushes enemies away and deals
AoE damage, other times I'm a tank which shoots several concentrated beams which deal high damage.

But, the local coop is where the real fun begins for me, as the joy of victory and blaming the loss on someone else is always a
cool thing to do among friends :P

The updates are regular which is a great thing, and not long from its release the game is already nicely balanced..
Good game to spend your spare time with your friends.

(-)
There are only few players playing this game so it's pretty hard to find people to play with. this game is great family fun it is
cute and just plain fun. it looks like a beautiful mobile game but without a f****** shop like actually so i love this point ! And i
love that the goal is not to kill but to run with a really nice and cool music. The decor is amazing.

A good moment to relax and take a deep breath ^^!. Get this game.
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beep boop beep *headshot*. Floating heads that sing are my asethetic. GG.

2 years later, still a GG.

3 years later, still a GG.. got the game 90% off and it still wasnt worth the 20 cents. the game is literally a tutorial the entire 36
levels and you have to be younger than 10 to spend more than a single minute on a level. i dont understand how this got on
steam, or how it took more than one human to make the game. now i have to idle the game to get the steam trading cards
BECAUSE THERE IS LITERALLY NOTHING LEFT IN THE ENTIRE GAME AFTER 10 MINUTES. Short, well-written
visual novel.
It's free and it makes us really wonder "who is Mike?".
Music was okay.
CGs are dark for mood, I actually paid little attention to them.

And some choices could be chained, instead of repeating same choice, which only makes sense to reach certain parts.. it's alright
i guess. A nice relaxing casual simulation game. Gameplay is a mix of time management (you start from scratch with each level
and have to finish them in a set time limit) with a more free-form city-building sim (you can place buildings pretty much
anywhere and your workers take care of gathering resources without direct control) and exploration\/adventure elements (you
control the main character and have to go running all over the map completing quests). I haven't seen this particular style of
gameplay outside the Adelantado Trilogy, and I really enjoy it.

There are a few annoying mechanics: since the levels are long, replaying if you miss the expert time is tedious, and buildings
losing efficiency over time is an unnecessary bit of micromanagement. Often you're in another area when their efficiency falls
too low, so you can't fix them, and the resource costs for efficiency restoration are so high that it doesn't seem worth it
compared to just tearing down the building and putting up a new one. However, that wasn't enough to make the game unfun, and
it's certainly an improvement over Adelantado 1, where you can't destroy buildings at all.
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